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DESIGN ADAC
04.24.18 – 04.26.18
Welcome to DESIGN ADAC, a celebration of illustrious tastemakers, design authorities, and revolutionary
new products that show the powerful connection between innovation and the art of expression.
Event seating is limited. Check-in begins 10 minutes prior to each event and seating is available
on a ﬁrst-come, ﬁrst-served basis.
Thank you to our co-sponsor:

351 Peachtree Hills Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia
adacatlanta.com | 404.231.1720
@adacatlanta | @VERANDAMAG| #DESIGNADAC

DESIGNER

WORK
SPACE

While at DESIGN ADAC, you are invited to use ADAC’s onsite designer workspace
each day from 9 AM – 5 PM. Conveniently located in Suite 417, the space is
complete with coffee service, places to plug in, wifi, and comfortable seating areas.
This year, the DESIGNER WORKSPACE also features a gallery of exceptional
artworks by local and regional artists curated by the Hambidge Center for their
annual auction. Read more about the Hambidge Center and their upcoming auction
later in this event guide!

TUESDAY | 04.24.18

10:00 AM

Cooking Up a Lifestyle
Keynote Presentation | Nathan Turner with Julia Reed
Understanding that all of the arts are interrelated, the creative
mind rarely sees the world through one lens. Such is the case with
highly-acclaimed designer, Nathan Turner, who recently authored
the new cookbook, Nathan Turner’s I Love California: Live, Eat
and Entertain the West Coast Way. During this discussion with
his dear friend and entertainer extraordinaire, Julia Reed, Nathan
shares how he weaves together elements of the design and culinary
arts to craft sumptuous experiences for family and friends. Creative
minds will be inspired to expand beyond their chosen craft and see
a world of delicious new possibilities.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

After the presentation, Peacock Alley welcomes Nathan and
Julia for a reception and signing of Nathan’s beautiful new book,
Nathan Turner’s I Love California: Live, Eat and Entertain the West
Coast Way.
Peacock Alley, ADAC West | Suite A6
@nturnerdesign | @juliaevansreed | @peacockalley

A New Approach to Mosaics

Join David O’Neil from Renaissance Tile & Bath and Crystal
Nadeau from their custom studios for a lunch and panel discussion.
In this relaxed, conversational setting, Crystal and David share their
creative process for developing custom mosaics that pair classic
design with modern materials.
Renaissance Tile & Bath, ADAC West | Suite C3B

NOON

@rentile

Catering to Creatives
Celebrate DESIGN ADAC with The Rug Company as they host
a luncheon with special guest of honor and renowned editor of
her timeless fabric collection, Jane Shelton. Visit with Jane and
enjoy an exclusive preview of new contemporary rug designs
which represent the culmination of many months of work between
weavers and creatives.
Travis & Company, Suite 131
@janeshelton | @therugcompany | @travisandcompany
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TUESDAY | 04.24.18
Enjoy a visit to the JANUS et Cie showroom as they toast DESIGN
ADAC with a chic “Sip & Cie!” Sip Champagne while browsing
their Spring 2018 collections with stunning new introductions in
lounge, dining, café, accessories, and Masterpieces.

NOON

Sip & Cie

JANUS et Cie, ADAC West | Suite A1
@janusetcie

As International Editor at Large of Vogue, Hamish Bowles traverses
the globe seeking out the defining edge of style. Steeped in the
history of fashion and the decorative arts, he brings an extraordinary
eye and refined discernment to everything he does. In a conversation
with Schumacher’s Creative Director, Dara Caponigro, Hamish
shares his formative influences, his key experiences at Vogue and
his greatest discoveries in the world of design.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

1:00 PM

Meet the Inimitable Mr. Bowles
Keynote Presentation | Hamish Bowles
with Dara Caponigro

Please join Schumacher in welcoming Hamish and Dara at a
reception following the presentation. See the Vogue Living collection
of fabrics and wallpapers and enjoy light refreshments as Hamish
signs copies of his new book: Vogue Living: Country City Coast.
Schumacher, Suite 303
@hamishbowles | @dara_caponigro | @schumacher1889

Hot off the heels of the Kips Bay Decorator Showhouse and
Southern Style Now, designers Susan Ferrier and Jonathan
Savage dish with Robert Leleux about the reality of designing for
a showhouse. From the application process to room selection,
budgeting and time management to marketing, social media
and PR, a showhouse room is so much more than a room. It’s the
ultimate creative expression of a designer’s vision, or is it? These
designers tell you everything you need to know, and then some,
with characteristic humor, wit, and charm.
R HUGHES, Suite 320
@susanferrier | @savageinteriordesign | @robertleleux | @therhugheslifestyle
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3:00 PM

Showhouses: The Good, Bad & Ugly
Panel Discussion

TUESDAY | 04.24.18

4:30 PM

Take Out: Bring Restaurant Design Home
Panel Discussion
Around the world, the idea of dining out has evolved from the simple
enjoyment of food into an artful experience created to delight the
senses. As culinary and interior design tastes have become richer
and more complex so to have the opportunities to weave these
worlds together. Architect Steven A. Rugo of Rugo/Raff Architects
in Chicago, renowned designer Patrick Sutton of Baltimore, and
ADAC’s 2017 Southeast Contract Designer of the Year, Elizabeth
Ingram, sit down with the incomparable Alton Brown, for a delicious
discussion about bringing the best of restaurant design home.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

End the first day of DESIGN ADAC with Paul+ for a cocktail
reception with the panelists.
Paul +, Suite 121
@elizabethingramstudio | @rugoraff | @patricksuttondesign
@altonbrown | @paulplusatlanta

Jim Thompson invites you to meet Christian Batteau, artist and
founder of Assemblage Wallcovering. Come experience their
process as you enjoy light refreshments.

ALL DAY EVENTS

Jim Thompson, Suite 304
@jimthompsonfabrics

Stop in for light bites at Holland Interior Products as you learn about
the latest in luxury, high-tech, Bluetooth-enabled door hardware
from Baldwin Evolved.
Holland Interior Products, Suite 501
@hollandinteriorsadac
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Holland
Interior Products

WEDNESDAY | 04.25.18

Richard Keith Langham’s all-American interiors unite a traditional
approach with dashes of whimsy, beautiful tailoring, and an
exuberant color palette. In this book, his first, Richard charms and
inspires with a selection of city and country projects and conjures his
own brand of design magic by approaching his clients’ rooms with
the rigors of classicism, along with an innate Southern flair for pareddown elegance. Come and hear about this inspiring book and his
remarkable decorating career spanning more than thirty years.

10:00 AM

About Decorating
Keynote Presentation | Richard Keith Langham

ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Please join Fabricut directly following the keynote for a meet-andgreet and book signing of About Decorating: The Remarkable
Rooms of Richard Keith Langham.
Fabricut, Suite 307
@richard_keith_langham | @VERANDAMAG| @fabricut

The Story of Printworks!

Join PINDLER for the launch of the latest exclusive collection that
PINDLER’s design team has curated… Printworks! Every design
in this collection originates by hand, starting with paper, pencil,
paintbrushes and paint. From there, patterns that are familiar yet
fresh take shape. Colors are layered into the patterns, adding
dimension and depth. You won’t want to miss the creative process
and inspiration for this Collection!
PINDLER, Suite 211

NOON

@pindlercorp

Dolce Decor Grand Opening Luncheon
Dolce Decor invites you to celebrate the grand opening of their first
US showroom with a sumptuous Italian-inspired luncheon. Preview
the one-of-a-kind vintage and high-quality reproductions of midcentury modern Italian furnishings unlike any other resource in the
Southeast. The beautiful craftsmanship of their collection will leave
you wanting AMORE!
Dolce Decor, Suite 210
@dolcedecoratlanta
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WEDNESDAY | 04.25.18

1:00 PM

Southern Roots
Panel Discussion
Please meet three celebrated New York- and Los Angeles-based
tastemakers for a spirited panel discussion on how their Southern
roots continue to influence their interior design work today.
Join designers Lindsey Coral Harper, Katie Leede, and Ruthie
Sommers—who have ties to Georgia, Texas, and North Carolina,
respectively—as they chat with VERANDA Interiors Editor Carolyn
Englefield about their own Southern recollections, as well as their
current inspirations and projects—out West, in New England,
across the country, and beyond.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Join our esteemed panel and the VERANDA and Century Furniture
teams for light refreshments directly following the keynote.
Century Furniture, Suite 212
@lchinteriors | @katie_leede_studio | @sommersruthie
@VERANDAMAG | @centuryfurniture

3:00 PM

VERANDA Decorating with Mario-López Cordero

Bring a formal room down to earth with texture. Play with pattern.
Discover the wonders of chintz, passementerie, shimmering lacquer
rooms. Join VERANDA Senior Editor Mario-López Cordero, the
VERANDA team, and Jerry Pair for a book signing of Mario’s new
book, Decorating, an A-to-Z primer that delivers thoughtful tools for
building beautiful rooms—from animal prints to enfilades, gallery
walls to wicker—illustrated with lush photography from VERANDA’s
rich archives, an unparalleled treasure trove of the world’s very
best interiors.While you’re there, be sure to look at the new spring
collection from Jerry Pair Leather, Mootual Attraction.
Jerry Pair, Suite 508
@jerrypair | @VERANDAMAG

4:00 PM

Southeast Designers & Architect of the Year
Finalists Celebration
Join ADAC, VERANDA, and Jim Thompson for a party honoring the
2018 finalists for the prestigious Southeast Designers & Architect
of the Year Awards. Meet the established names and rising stars
whose innovative ideas are energizing the world of design in the
Southeast and beyond.
Jim Thompson, Suite 304
@jimthompsonfabrics | @VERANDAMAG
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WEDNESDAY | 04.25.18
Minotti by HA Modern is delighted to host artist Todd Murphy’s first
solo exhibition of selected works in Atlanta since moving to New
York. For more than 20 years, Todd has explored a combination of
sculpture, painting and photography inspired by extensive travels
that fed his passion for collecting, photographing and fastidiously
cataloging everything from melting glaciers, aviary species, exotic
fruits and more. Meet the artist whose recurring protagonists of
horses, birds, dresses, boats are poetic vehicles for a humanistic
discourse.

5:30 PM

Todd Murphy: A Solo Exhibition

Minotti by HA Modern, Suite 413
@toddmurphy101 | @minottibyhamodern

Strike a pose in two special vignettes created by Michel Smith
Boyd featuring Nathan Anthony Furniture. See how Michel puts his
own dramatic spin on Nathan Anthony’s award-winning upholstery
as you enjoy Champagne cocktails and take the perfect selfie!
Showroom 58, Suite 426

Because every adventure has a starting point…start yours
Wednesday at ROMO for an open house to celebrate the
latest unique and distinctive fabric, wallcovering, and accessory
collections by Zinc Textile.
ROMO, Suite 101
@romo_fabrics
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ALL DAY EVENTS

@michelboyd | @nathananthony_furn | @theartofthe58home

THURSDAY | 04.26.18

10:00 AM

Dream Spaces
Keynote Presentation | Victoria Hagan
with Clinton Smith
As one of the country’s leading designers, Victoria Hagan has
been called “the reigning queen of restrained elegance.” For
two decades her luxurious interiors have helped define classic
American Style. Join Victoria and Clinton Smith as they discuss her
design philosophy and lessons honed during her storied career.
Spotlighting various projects, including some from her most recent
book, Victoria Hagan: Dream Spaces, Victoria discusses the
value of the unexpected detail and the importance she places on
concepts such as Family, Trust, Tradition and Creativity.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Following the presentation, please join Victoria Hagan as she signs
copies of her latest book, Victoria Hagan: Dream Spaces.
Holland MacRae, Suite 238
@victoriahaganinteriors | @hollandmacrae | @VERANDAMAG

TAG, You’re IT!

Enjoy a feast for the eyes and the tummy at Ernest Gaspard! Have
lunch and talk with three top designers who have tagged their IT
products from the showroom’s new spring collections of fabrics,
wallcoverings, furniture, and accessories. This interactive product
introduction is designed to be fun, conversational, and, above all,
inspirational.
Ernest Gaspard & Associates, Suite 109

NOON

@ernestgaspard

beau studio’s “Beautique”

beau studio invites you for lunch and shopping with some of their
favorite jewelry, floral, and ceramic artisans, all of whom are
native to Columbus, Georgia. Discover the unique style of each
participating artist including Katie Jacobson Art, Courtney Akers
with Bent by Courtney, Lindley Gaston with Browns and Hounds
Flower Farm, and Mollie Jenkins pottery.
beau studio, Suite 301
@lovebeaustudio
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THURSDAY | 04.26.18

Please join two masters of interior design as they discuss a range of
topics that touch all working designers today—from the current state
of style and getting inspired, to the demands of running a thriving
business and a successful practice. In this very special tête-à-tête,
New York-based designer Brian McCarthy and Los Angelesbased designer Suzanne Rheinstein share their words of wisdom
from their decades-long experience in this ever-changing industry.

1:00 PM

Masters of Design
Panel Discussion

ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Join Suzanne, Brian and the VERANDA team for a reception and
to celebration the grand opening of Made Goods Showroom.
Made Goods, Suite 403
@brianjmccarthyinc | @suzannerheinstein | @VERANDAMAG| @madegoods

Join Ainsworth-Noah for a book signing with Ray Booth, a master
of modern elegance and one of today’s most talented designers.
Ray, a partner at McALPINE, residing in New York and Nashville,
is renowned for crafting unique, imaginative, strikingly evocative
spaces that exude modernism while reflecting a sense of place and
history. His first book inspires with its overwhelming beauty.

3:00 PM

Ray Booth’s Evocative Interiors

Ainsworth-Noah & Associates, Suite 518

Kravet Inc.’s 100-year-old history began at the turn of the 20th
century with Samuel Kravet’s passion for men’s clothing and
later transition to home textiles. Kravet Couture’s Modern Tailor
collection pays homage to his skilled artistry with exquisite patterns
and textures. Enjoy refreshments and a special preview of this
meaningful collection.
Kravet, Suite 139
@kravetinc

Phillip Jeffries is hosting an open house to celebrate KINSHIP, the
new Spring 2018 collection inspired by world cultures and their
native crafts. From artisanal layered paper to gilded metallic leaf,
inspiration awaits.
Phillip Jeffries, Suite 319
@phillipjeffriesltd
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ALL DAY EVENTS

@raybooth1128 | @ainsworthnoah

HAMBIDGE CENTER GALLERY AND AUCTION
For more than 80 years, the Hambidge Center has been nurturing exceptional creative talents within the arts
and sciences at their 600-acre creative sanctuary in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Georgia, providing the
space and time needed for visionary works to be conceived and developed.
The Hambidge Center’s annual Art Auction is widely recognized as one of Atlanta’s most anticipated art
events of the year, drawing an extraordinary, diverse and talented array of artists, with exciting performances,
music, and immersive experiences during the event.
This year, Hambidge is pleased to be hosting their annual auction at ADAC, with an exclusive VIP lounge in
Jerry Pair, and is providing a sneak peek of the Auction Gallery during the three days of DESIGN ADAC.
Located in Suite 417, you are invited to preview the gallery of more than 200 works and to discover more
about this exceptional organization.
Gallery Preview
April 24-26, 2018, 9 AM - 5 PM
Auction Co-Chairs: Malissa & William Peace and Erica DeChicchis
Auction: Saturday, May 5, 2018
Tickets: $55 in advance and $65 at the door
Host and VIP Ticket Packages are available at www.HambidgeAuction.org
For more information about Hambidge and Auction Sponsorships,
contact Kate Warner, Development Director kwarner@hambidge.org
ADAC Event Space, Suite 417

“

“

We must learn to understand humanit y better so that
we can create an environment that is more beneficial to
people, more rewarding, more pleasant to experience.

JOHN C. PORTMAN, JR.
1924-2017

ADAC: BEHIND THE WINDOWS
A Tribute to Mr. John C. Por tman, Jr.

The 12th installation of ADAC: Behind the Windows celebrates the life of ADAC founder, Mr. John C. Portman, Jr.,
the internationally-recognized architect, real estate developer, entrepreneur, artist, and altruist. ADAC has created
two vignettes dedicated to his legacy and to his commitment to the development and evolution of ADAC as a
world-class design center.
Mr. Portman believed that architecture was created for, and exists to serve, life–to serve people–and he
recognized that all people, wherever they live, are more alike than different. From San Francisco to New York, to
Shanghai and Atlanta, Mr. Portman took people away from the congestion of urban life by creating spaces that
are open and uplifting to the human spirit!

Suites 423A and 423B

@adacatlanta #DESIGNADAC
adacatlanta.com

